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Leru DePosk'ya

Leru DePosk'ya is an NPC controlled by GM SirSkully who appears in the Bastion of Winter.

Leru DePosk'ya
Species & Gender: Male Shukaren Daur (Sub-Species)

Organization: Kingdom of Neshaten
Occupation: Neshaten Agent

Rank: Watcher
Current Placement: Bastion of Winter

Character Description

Leru is a 4'7“ Daur who identifies as non-binary, their appearance is fairly androgynous though somewhat
feminine with a slim build, flared hips and strong legs. Leru is as toned and physically capable as one
would expect a Shukaren agent to be, with an impressive amount of muscle tone visible through a thin
layer of fat, this androgeny making them perfect for slipping into a variety of roles for infiltration
purposes.

Leru's natural hair and fur colour is a light, almost platinum blonde, it is usually kept long though they
often dye and cut it when acting under an alias, sometimes even letting their facial hair grow out for
more masculine roles. Leru is typically a quiet, gentle soul and a great listener, having a tendency to
make others feel safe and comfortable enough around them to spill secrets they'd never tell another soul
- they're about as close to a perfect infiltrator as the kingdom could ask for.

They are dedicated and loyal to a fault.

History and Relationship Notes

Leru was born ER761v. His mother died during childbirth and the young boy's father was left to raise him,
then a civil technician who would one day begin to make a name for himself in the field of
communications techologies. Leru's upbringing was otherwise rather standard and uneventful, the young
Daur taking after his father with a burgeoning interest in technology, and as he enlisted in the youth
corps this interest shifted from developing new technologies to exploiting existing ones.

This caused the young boy to be scouted, and once finished with his youth corps service, immediately
began the long journey to becoming a fully fledged agent of the crown. Leru was taught how to trick
people and machines alike, his exposure to the fluidity of identities that comes with the cloak-and-dagger
work of being an agent eventually blossoming into the blonde Daur adopting gender-neutral pronouns,
furthering their infiltration potential.

While in their personal life Leru identifies as a they/them they easily slip into whatever role is required of
them, often butchering that beautiful platinum gold fur and hair in the process.
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Inventory

H36-1c1)

Gradeo Subcompact Machine Service-Pistol
Seta'sis Sword2)

Datalink-enabled lightgoggles3)

Assorted clothing
Data Crystals
3xType 20 Star'ling Flashbang

Known Alias/es

Rosi'ya Cherbanno: Yugumo-trained Drone Technician aboard the Bastion of Winter, posing as an
expat.
Giovyn Zhukyiv: Posing as a former tank gunner who defected to Kingdom Fall after a mission that
claimed the lives of his fellow crewmen.

OOC Notes

This NPC was created by SirSkully on 2022/09/25 10:33.

Character Data
Character Name Leru DePosk'ya
Character Owner SirSkully
Character Status NPC In Use By GM or FM
Plots Bastion of Winter

1)

three magazines loaded with +P+ hollowpoints, suppressor, strobe-capable pistol light
2)

given a flat coating of non-reflective, black paint
3)

styled to resemble generic, round-lensed glasses
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